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- 6 departments, 120 employees
- Academic Writing Support located in the library since 2008
- Search workshop: KIB-labb
Why collaborate?

- The Academic Writing Support and the Search Support share the same context and contribute to the students’ writing process in different ways.

- The collaboration is fruitful for the overall student support, and improves the students’ general academic skills.
Open lecture for students writing their degree projects: From research question to submission
Open lecture for students writing their degree projects: From research question to submission

- Target audience: Undergraduate students in degree project courses
- The student’s writing process in focus
- Writing a paper together: Librarians and writing tutors— and students
- Empty manuscript with rubrics according to the IMRaD structure – gradually filled in
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Background

Smoking cessation involves many short- and long range health benefits. After 5-15 years the risk for developing cancer in the lungs, mouth, trachea and esophagus is halved (Gilljam, 2012).

Aim

The purpose of the study was to examine the effects of nursing interventions for smoking cessation.

Methods

Literature review

Searches performed in PubMed, Cinahl and Web of Science using the following search strategies …
Examples of other activities we arranged together

- Seminar about plagiarism - aiming at deepening the understanding for why and how sources are used
- Self-correcting test
- Late night at the library
- Joint drop-in sessions
Conclusion - the collaboration has resulted in…

- A wider overview and a more holistic understanding of the students’ working process, helping us to develop our tutoring from a student perspective
- Process- and context-based support for students
- Competence development between writing tutors and librarians
- Resource effectiveness
- Ideas for further collaboration